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1 INTRODUCTION
Bank of Long Island (BLI) has a campus and data center network that has evolved over the past
several years due to business growth and resulting increase of additional branch office population
it must support. The network was originally comprised of a flat single VLAN and subnet. This
worked adequately but as other traffic types, such as security camera video and an increase of
back office traffic plus the advent of virtualization in the Data Center the need to apply
virtualization to the network in the form of VLANs is now becoming necessary. The use of VLANs
to segment layer two broadcast and layer 3 IP traffic for not only performance requirements but
also for security is necessary. A project to deploy VLANs on the campus has commenced to offer
logical network segmentation amongst the different back office services running over the entire
network. The VLAN project is mostly completed and though most users are still on the main
vendor provided default VLAN and IP subnet the network is ready to accommodate user
populations on different VLANs.
BLI is currently reviewing their WAN and 3 rd party Vendor’s network offerings. Also, a VOIP
solution is currently being reviewed. It is recommend to keep all the recommendations and points
outlined in this report in mind when considering other vendor offerings to ensure feature and
function parity.
This Executive Summary of Recommendation covers the area of the network that comprises the
LI campus network. However, the WAN, Branch, DR, Firewall(FW), Storage and VM architecture
were not covered in detail. Also, in-depth Spanning-Tree/Root, general traffic analysis of the
campus’s network, traffic pattern behaviors and volume metrics were not conducted due to time
constraints. The executive summary is based on a cursory review of the network’s switch
configuration, VLAN allocation, IP routing in the campus, switch interlink use and physical location
of the switches and their respective closet environments. In addition a set of recommendations
for tactical and strategic use are outlined in this summary. A series of high level, “as built today”
and future design options for the campus network diagrams are provided. Lastly, a detailed
network map diagram has been created for staff to use as a troubleshooting tool and starting point
to walk the network and for problem isolation.
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2 OTHER GOALS OF THE REVIEW
One tactical issued resolved from the initial VLAN migration was that of providing access to a
cloud based GUI application that clients on a new VLAN could not access.
The problem is outlined as follows:
Symptoms:
Users on the existing original flat network’s default VLAN can access the application that is hosted
outside of the campus through a third party provider’s router. These users use a third party
provider addressing space of 162.13.x.x via the provider’s onsite router that links them to
additional outside financial service applications. However, users on a newly created VLAN with a
new subnet of 10.0.x.x could not access this application.
Etiology:
There was a recursive routing issue discovered between the WatchGuard Firebox Firewall and
the Core Campus switch routing table. The third party vendor was supplying a specific 10.x
address instead of a traditional 162.13.x.x one and the BLI’s own 10.x addresses were too broadly
defined in the Firewall and Core switch. This caused a “which 10.x specifically is it?” issue
between the Core switch and Firewall. The user traffic going to the provider’s supplied 10.x was
basically bouncing between the Core switch and the FW due to no specific path for the vendor’s
10x address to take.
Solution:
Adding a specific static /32 host route for the vendor’s 10.x address to point directly to the vendor’s
router in the Core switch’s routing table as a tactical solution to this issue.
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3 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
Below are a set of general recommendations some tactical in nature and others strategic.
These recommendations should be reviewed and classified into an overall roadmap and
network health or upgrade project charter with a formal project plan to outline a progress
baseline.

1. Ensure all Inter-switch Fiber links are redundant. Dual interfaces from different blades for blade
diversity to another switch should be considered for redundancy. Currently there is only one fiber
link between any of the switches connected, which is a single point of failure in the network. The
dual links can not only provide redundancy but also 2Gigabit of bandwidth between the switches
as well. The links should be part of an LACP Port-Channel and bonded as one 2gig link. This ensures
you can add additional inter-switch links without affecting the others and it is presented to the
Spanning-Tree protocol as one link.
2. Core Switch redundancy. The Core switch is a single point of failure for the entre campus. A second
switch for platform diversity must be considered. For building diversity the second switch can be
located across the street via 10G fiber(when fiber is verified) to 10GH.
3. A network IP addressing plan/schema and a formal corporate policy for consistent use must be
drafted and adhered to. Addressing schema for switch management IP addresses, Default GW
addresses, FW addresses et. al.
4. An IPAM system is needed to maintain an IP addressing schema for IP MACs and VLAN
assignment – this can be covered in the NMS recommendations.
5. Add new VLAN x 10.x to the network management subnet. Apply 10.x address to remaining
switches to migrate off managing them from 162.13.0.0 addressing space. Currently switches are
managed via 3rd part vendor space. It is important to get critical network management devices off
of vendor IP space before it is retired. VLAN x and subnet 10.x the network management subnet.
6. Configure switches with DNS server address and add switch names to DNS serves. Configure
switches for DNS querying.
7. Interface names on switch ports and interlinks – self documenting configuration – critical for
troubleshooting and for NMS to use. Most are named. A Re-visit/sweep should commence to
ensure all ports have consistent and accurate descriptions and that all unused ports have a name
such as “Reserved for Services” or “Available for general use”. Ensure all unused ports are in
shutdown. Check for global default setting to achieve this.
8. Verify switch interface auto negotiation vs. hardcoding of speed and duplex parameters. De Facto
Best Practice is to hard code all interfaces and uplinks for their respective seed and duplex and
following suite on servers and all other appliances. Check with Server team on best practices as
well.
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9. Create a standard interface port default standard and policy. For example a port standard for
Servers, FW, AP, Workstations and Inter-switch links, What their default parameters should be
and followed. This prevents confusion and one-off port configurations causing issues.
10. Switch configuration. The majority of the configurations among all switches is consistent there
just needs a periodic sweep to make sure all VLAN tagging, interface descriptions and any other
global or interface related parameters are all consistent. A network management system can
assist with this.
11. VLAN Tagging - documentation and plan. Corporate Policy – for example “All VLANS are tagged
except VLANs supporting campus exit/entry points– Firewalls and ISP routers”. Unless FW want
to collapse several VLANs into one FW interface for additional convergence of networks and
reduced cabling. Fireboxes are only interface not tagged. Fireboxes support 100+ VLANs.
12. Planning of L2 VLAN and L3 IP subnet for the PSS camera and upcoming VOIP traffic segmentation
from other back office network segments should commence.
13. Overall traffic baseline and switch performance analysis should commence to determine latency
basslines for upcoming VOIP traffic and QoS use. IT does not want to be in a position of deploying
a new VOIP system internally and the network is not ready. All switches support QoS and VLAN
Priority bits which is good for future VOIP services. Conduct the traffic baseline then move onto
a formal regularly operations monitoring. IT needs to understand traffic flows and need to know
when inter-switch links or FW interfaces are high loaded/oversubscribed. Also, for proactive
capacity planning to ensure when VOIP and other services are deployed on the campus the
network can accommodate.
IT currently may run into the “ we don’t know what we don’t know” to make tactical or strategic
decisions regarding the network infrastructure and its impact ramifications. Thus, having the tools
plus the data will help answer those “don’t knows” to make the correct decisions.
14. Interface drops were noted on core switch and will need to be verified – clear all counters and
monitor accordingly. Are the drop due to larger packets or buffer space, bad cable or erroneous
packets from the end devices? Need to validate that the network switch is not the issue.
15. Consideration into the use of Jumbo frames and larger MTU in the Core for the VM and server
traffic VLANs for increased inter VM and VM Mobility performance
16. Telnet and security – SSH must be deployed soon – AAA based system tied into Radius/AD
17. Implement AAA to log access and access attempts plus control commands allowed.
18. NTP for time synchronization of all switches to ensure log entries are accurate for troubleshooting
and security audit purposes.
19. Use of ZoC terminal for IT Team for multi-tab and auto login and for macro command recording.
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20. Switch configurations need to be archived. This is covered in section 5.
21. Current planning and contract negotiation for WAN and Branch backup paths should include the
Campus ramifications. An overall planning program should commence so all areas are looked at
and planned at the same time. Planning for WAN and backup Branch paths while not considering
Campus network impact at the same time is a risk. “Ships in the Night” planning can be
detrimental to the business so all network planning related activities no matter the type(WAN,
Cable etc.) should run through all layers of the back office areas to ensure consistent end to end
services/SLA, failure and recovery behavior is the same across all network types.
22. Validate traffic patterns of cloud/wan and Internet. Asymmetrical – internet traffic leaving
campus out 30GH but coming in via 648GH. Ensure all internal and external patterns are correct.
23. IPFIX/NetFlow support for traffic level volume metric and capacity planning use. The NMS should
also support a NetFlow/IPFIX collector. Check with HP on switch support for NetFlow and IPFIX.
Initial review did not find any support.
24. WLC is not redundant and is usually deployed in pairs. WLC’s can be in different buildings for
diversity and should be considered when wireless internal and guest traffic increases.
25. Need to review and use security features built into WLC. Cell operating time range, rogue reports
and handling should be considered.
26. Switches and cabinets are in some tight places or on floor. BLI needs a clean and consistent MDF
and cabinet/rack for each building. Each building and each floor should have a standard consistent
rack footprint and environment.
27. VM and VM Motion bandwidth consideration and planning for second core switch.
28. Verify VLAN to FW path and VLAN tagging use. Collapsing VLAN segments to one and or a
redundant FW interface with tagging and logical IP should be considered. This reduces cabling and
since the number of VLANS isn’t large no complexity is present.

29. Use of DR DC as active redundant Business Continuity data center or primary since it is newest –
This may be too prohibitive due to routing of main ISP and cloud services but another review
should be considered since BLI is still in an early evolution stage of its Campus and DC network
30. Router login needs security access warning banner, don’t identify institution or type but just
access warning and prosecution message.

31. Security warning - you can log right in without admin from a logged in windows workstation – just
read only capability but still risky enough for enumeration. Happened for 648 – 162.13.x.x, 10GH
basement .205 and 43GH .179 End users may stumble upon this and may become curious.
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32. A Network general global Infrastructure continuing planning and roadmap initiative needs to
commence. A SPOC who reviews the network’s capabilities and align with Storage,
Server/Compute, VM, WAN, Security, Branch technologies disciplines so a consistent evolution of
all technologies proceed in parallel as the bank grows.
33. A Network management architecture and roadmap initiative also needs to commence.
34. A network VLAN and IP address plan and management/provisioning policy needs to be drafted
35. Standardize on switch vendor for campus and branch based on the infrastructure roadmap and
capabilities offered to the business also a standardized platform provides consistent support
environment to IT. Same switch CLI and OS version/behavior. Currently HP, Dell and Cisco are
deployed from initial review.
36. Network and security monitoring tool audit should commence for tools in place already or
procured but not yet deployed to determine review of any tools currently in place or to manage
the network.
37. Tighter/Formal Change management on network related changes and push back policy to protect
IT team and provide time to research and “stage” changes.
38. Collapsed and centralized core routing and network services for improved redundancy, resiliency,
scalability and consistency of service. The current network is in a very precarious state by the way
it is physically and logically deployed. A simplified/collapsed “re-cast” or re-design of the network
would provide additional flexibility and the benefits listed above. It also simplifies,
troubleshooting, monitoring and management points. The use of the SonaBeam 1gig IR can be
recast to achieve this. A set of Visio Diagrams also accompanies this report that outlines the
current and some possible re-design with current BLI assets. However, if this activity is to
commence it should be aligned with the planning activities for the WAN and Branch related
network changes.
39. BLI should commence in a discovery to deploy updated Fiber underground via a conduit network
to all buildings in its Glen Head campus. Since all the buildings are very close together in distance
a possible joint agreement with the town to offset the costs and assist with the conduit planning.
This ensure next generation network bandwidth, performance and capacity as well as providing
increased flexibility and scalability core campus infrastructure designs, today and in the future.
The current architecture is adequate even with the IR 1 gig links to tie buildings together but those
paths are static, not redundant and risk becoming a bottle neck if future demand in the campus
grows quickly. This planning doesn’t have to occur immediately but should be part of a campus
network formal infrastructure roadmap.
40. IT needs to validate existing Fiber plant between 648 GH, 10GH and 30GH that the Fiber is Single
Mode or Multimode. Refer to next section for additional details.
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41. A general lab for IT to use is critical for testing and staging network, FW, storage, compute VM
changes, wireless and applications. A lab will help IT greatly to stage changes and conduct
behavior testing to determine any production deployment impact issues before they happen. A
lab greatly enhances the productivity and knowledge of the IT staff and reduces the risk to the
business.

4 EXISTING FIBER PLANT IN THE CAMPUS
The Fiber plant currently deployed between the switches and from the switches to the SonaBeam is
MultiMode 850nm based. This was verified by reviewing the core switch’s SX based interface interlink
transceiver details from the CLI. All the other switches also have SX based SFP interfaces as well. It is
recommended that FNBL verify the Fiber’s age, amount of strands actually pulled through the interbuilding conduits and core/cladding size for potential 10Gigbit inter-switch link use. This is critical for if
the existing fiber plant adheres to updated Multimode 10Gig usage specs then no further CAPEX is
required to update the cable plant between the 648GH, 10GH and 30GH buildings. See the following
information below for details: Multimode Fiber and 10 Gigabit Ethernet
The IEEE 802.3ae 10 Gigabit Ethernet specification includes a serial interface referred to as 10GBASE-S
(the “S” stands for short wavelength) that is designed for 850 nm transmission on multimode fiber. Table
2 provides the wavelength, modal bandwidth, and operating distance for different types of multimode
fiber operating at 10 Gbps. Technical issues relating to the use of laser sources with multimode fibers
(discussed in the previous section) has significantly limited the operating range of 10GbE over “FDDI
grade” fiber. The “FDDI grade” multimode fiber has a modal bandwidth of 160 MHz*km at 850 nm and a
modal bandwidth of 500 MHz*km at 1300 nm.

Description
Wavelength

62.5 micron fiber 50 micron fiber Unit
850
850
850 850 850 nm

Modal bandwidth (min) 160

200

400 500 2000 Mhz km

Operating range

2-33

2-66 2-82 2-300 m

2-26

To address the operating range concern, a new multimode fiber specification had to be created for 10GbE
to achieve multimode fiber operating distances of 300 m (as specified in the TIA/EIA-568 and ISO/IEC
11801 cabling standards). This new fiber is referred to by some as “10 Gigabit Ethernet multimode fiber”
and is an 850 nm, laser-optimized, 50/125 micron fiber with an effective modal bandwidth of 2000
MHz•km and is detailed in TIA-492AAAC. Its key difference, relative to legacy multimode fibers, are the
additional requirements for DMD specified in TIA-492AAAC enabled by a new measurement standard for
DMD (TIA FOTP-220). As shown in Table 2, this fiber can achieve 300 m of distance with a 10GBASE-S
interface. Many leading optical fiber vendors are actively marketing this new multimode fiber for 10GbE
applications.
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There are two major factors which will likely drive use of this new “10GbE multimode fiber”: 1) the
popularity of short reach (300 m or less) 10GbE applications and 2) the cost of 10GBASE-S interfaces
relative to the others. Evidence of the popularity of low cost, short distance 850 nm multimode Ethernet
applications can be found in the number of 1000BASE-SX ports shipped for 1 Gigabit Ethernet. 1000BASESX operates up to 550 meters on multimode fiber and has garnered a large percentage of the total number
of 1 GbE switch ports shipped. Ultimately the marketplace will determine the popularity of “10GbE
multimode fiber”. The alternative is to use single-mode fiber over a 10GBASE-L or 10GBASE-E interface or
the 10GBASE-LX4 interface, which supports both single-mode and multimode fiber over distances of 10
km and 300 m, respectively.

5 NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The only network management observed was via the switches GUI or CLI Menus system. The IT team has
no real visibility into the network other than CLI. Management is conducted in still in SILOs, VM, Storage,
FW based on platform/product used upon initial review. Note that this is acceptable due to the overall
bank’s systems and IT staffing size. However, as the network evolves as well as with VM, Storage, WAN
and Security needs a single pane of glass type of system will becomes more important to consolidate
overlapping management services, analysis and reporting capabilities. A starter NMS SNMP or even basic
solution should be considered to help evolve BLI to a “single pane of glass” view of their network and all
services it supports and for configuration archiving, Move Adds and Change(MAC) allocation and revision
history to be tracked is also necessary. Also a NMS system is needed to archive and version check
configuration changes and switch operating system versions.
Weekly and Monthly SLA and error plus capacity reports of the campus network should generated.
HP Network Management Solutions - Intelligent Management Center Standard Software
The HP Intelligent Management Center Standard Software Platform is a comprehensive wired and
wireless network management tool supporting the FCAPS model, providing for end-to-end business
management of IT, scalability of system architecture, and accommodation of new technology and
infrastructure. Allows for the addition of a variety of optional modules to extend platform capabilities.
Intelligent Management Center Standard Software Platform supports the management of HP and thirdparty devices and comes with an initial license for 50 managed devices with available additional node
licenses.
Outside of the other Silos such as management of the WLC via the controllers GUI. Further investigation
into HP’s solution to provide as much as that “single pane of managed” glass for not only the campus
switches, VLAN, traffic, but also for the VMs chassis, WLC, Firebox, Aps, internet routers and older one off
server or network devices.
For more details on the entry sized
version:http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/networking/products/networkmanagement/IMC_SS_Platform/index.aspx#tab=TAB1
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NetBrain - NetBrain provides the Automation, Dynamic Documentation and the visual troubleshooting
capabilities for FSBLI to utilize.
There may be some overlap between the other tools recommended from a monitoring, provisioning
change verification and documentation perspective
However, NetBrain should be considered as one of two main tools to complement each other or a bake
off to compare the two should commence to see which is fills the monitoring and troubleshooting needs
of FSBLI campus support staff from an economic and functional context.
In addition the visual and dynamic troubleshooting capabilities to provide a “single pane of glass” view of
an end to end troubleshooting domain.
http://www.netbraintech.com/
http://www.netbraintech.com/network-diagram/
http://www.netbraintech.com/network-automation-with-qapp/
http://www.netbraintech.com/how-it-works/
What’s up GOLD IpSwtich(WUG) - WUG offers server, IPAM, network device management, alerting,
logging and traffic base lining capabilities. The product was designed for small to mid-size category of
enterprise campus networks and is easy to use and navigate. WUG has matured almost over its 20 year
history to the point where it can hold its own with larger enterprise and global based solutions. WUG may
be less of a CAPX than SolarWinds and have a less rigid licensing pricing.
http://www.whatsupgold.com/index.aspx
SolarWinds - It was mentioned that BLI already has a trial version of SloarWinds. If this is correct an
updated version should be obtained and reviewed. SolarWinds offers many tools that overlap with WUG
but also has many advanced features to tie into other management platforms as well as its suite of
engineering tools and free products. SolarWinds can handle networks from small to the large enterprise
and global category. If SolarWinds is already in place and the staff is comfortable with it then for continued
efficiency additional time should be devoted to expanding SolarWinds to use for the entire
http://www.solarwinds.com/

Cisco WLC – The Cisco WLC has many tools baked into its platform that should be reviewed for use to aid
in the secure and managing of

The other tools mentioned above can discover the Aps and manage them to a point but coupled with the
WLC should provide complete visibility into WLAN traffic and device activity.
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Other Monitoring solutions reviewed – some of these are open source and could be used as utility
tools as part of your NMS catalog but keep in mind the goal is on or two solutions that can get BLI
closer to a “single pane of glass” NMS.
Ntop http://www.ntop.org/
Zabbix http://www.zabbix.com/ SNMP agent based
Observium http://www.observium.org/ looks interesting, snmp covers all pieces support appears to
be limited and it is UK based.
Nedi http://www.nedi.ch/ looks easy/simple and may have some interesting discovery tools must try
in lab also has a STP tool but support appears limited
Icinga https://www.icinga.org/ - offshoot from Nagios – limited for use and German based
Nagios - http://www.nagios.com/ - long time player
Cacti/RRDt http://www.cacti.net/index.php http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/ may be too much work to
customize.
Plixer http://www.plixer.com/ for the Netflow component - already recommended as a Netflow
appliance option.
Arbor http://www.arbornetworks.com/ for Netflow visibility ASU may have already otherwise Prime
DCNM and NetBrain fill the need also seems more of a security tool.
NFSEN/NFDUMP/RRDt maybe with Cacti /Stager
https://trac.uninett.no/stager/
http://nfsen.sourceforge.net/#mozTocId301830
http://nfdump.sourceforge.net/
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6 DIAGRAMS
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